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“L et’s get that son of a bitch,” says Captain America (Chris Evans) near the beginning
of Anthony and Joe Russo’s Avengers: Endgame, the supposed big-screen finale to
the Marvel Cinematic Universe as we now know it. Cap, that sacred symbol of

American might, is of course profaning Thanos (Josh Brolin), the purple colossus whose hand
of fate, bedecked with the six Infinity Stones, erased half the world’s population during the
cliffhanger climax of last year’s Avengers: Infinity War. The victims included many among the
superheroic, several of whom have movies on the docket. So there’s no way the remaining
commodities—I mean, Avengers—are going to go down without a fight.

It’ll take a while to get to the final showdown, of course. About two hours and 45 minutes of
the three-hour running time, to be exact, all of it filled to bursting with goofy one-liners,
aching stares into the middle distance, and lots and lots of wibbly wobbly, timey wimey
digressions. Almost all of the Avengers’s founding team members are on hand, with a
considerably more grizzled and cynical Clint “Hawkeye” Barton (Jeremy Renner) providing
most of the pathos. Also in attendance are Scott “Ant-Man” Lang (Paul Rudd) and Carol
“Captain Marvel” Danvers (Brie Larson), the latter of whose won’t-take-no-guff brashness is
especially endearing to a certain gruff, hammer-wielding Asgardian.

I’d tell you more about the film, but then I’d have to kill myself at the spoiler-averse Marvel
Studios’s behest. Even noting certain elements out of context—like, say, “Nerd Hulk” or
“Lebowski Thor”—might be considered too revealing by the powers that be. So, let’s dance
around the narrative architecture and instead ruminate on whether this 22nd entry in the
MCU serves as a satisfying culmination of all that’s preceded it.

That’s a firm no, though the Russo brothers and screenwriters Christopher Markus and
Stephen McFeely certainly lean hard into the dewy-eyed, apocalyptic sturm und drang. You’d
think they were putting the finishing touches on the Bible. There are allusions to The
Leftovers, J.G. Ballard’s The Terminal Beach, and Picasso’s Guernica, though there’s never a
sense, as in those works, that society is truly in irrevocable decay. It’s all good, even when it
isn’t: Death is a mostly reversible ploy, and sacrifice is a self-centered concept, a burnish to
the ego above all else. It’s telling that, in one scene, Captain America stops to admire his own
ass.
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There’s some fleeting fun to be had when Endgame turns into a sort of heist film, occasioning
what effectively amounts to an in-motion recap of prior entries in the MCU. Yet every serious
narrative beat is ultimately undercut by pro-forma storytelling (the emotional beats never
linger, as the characters are always race-race-racing to the next big plot point), or by faux-
improvised humor, with ringmaster Tony “Iron Man” Stark (Robert Downey Jr., so clearly
ready to be done with this universe) leading the sardonic-tongued charge. Elsewhere, bona
fide celebs like Michael Douglas, Michelle Pfeiffer, and Natalie Portman are reduced to
glorified extras. Even the glow of movie stardom is dimmed by the supernova that is the
Marvel machine’s at best competently produced weightlessness.
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